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QUESTION 1

Examine an extract from a PGA Memory Advisory for your database: Which two inferences are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Automatic management of PGA memory is disabled. 

B. The current PGA size requires the use of a temporary tablespace for sorting operations. 

C. The current PGA size is sufficient and does not require the memory manager to allocate more memory. 

D. PGA size should be increased at least four times its current size for significant improvement in performance and disk
space management. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which four objectives are achieved by using Resource Manager to manage multiple concurrent user sessions that are
competing for resources? (Choose four.) 

A. distributing available CPU by allocating percentages of CPU time to different users and applications 

B. limiting the degree of parallelism of any operation performed by members of a group of users 

C. limiting queries based on resource consumption of runaway sessions or calls that consume more than a specified
amount of CPU, physical I/O, logical I/O, or elapsed time 

D. limiting the number of concurrent sessions for a user 

E. limiting the number of user sessions allowed to be concurrently active within a group of users 

F. limiting the number of parallel executions that can be executed by a user 
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Correct Answer: ACEF 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the parameters set for your database instance: You notice that for one particular SQL statement, the optimizer
generates a new better plan than the plans in the SQL Plan Management Base. 

Which action is taken by the optimizer? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. It adds the newly generated plan as an accepted but non-fixed plan. 

B. It adds the newly generated plan as enabled and accepted. 

C. It adds the newly generated plan as enabled but not accepted. 

D. It adds the newly generated plan as a fixed plan, which will be used each time the SQL statement is executed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to assess if using column store compression (previously known as hybrid columnar compression
or HCC) would help improve the performance of queries on some large tables. 

Which three aspects should you consider before you choose this compression method? (Choose three.) 

A. Check whether direct path load operations are used to insert rows in the table. 

B. Check whether the table is frequently queried using full table scans as column store compression only minimizes I/O
during full table scans. 

C. Check whether the table is frequently updated because it will have overhead for insert and update operations. 

D. Check whether the table has LOB columns as it will minimize I/O for the queries. 

E. Check whether the table blocks are sparsely populated as this will defragment the blocks. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

Your database supports an OLTP workload. You are planning to migrate database storage from file system storage to
Automatic Storage Management (ASM). The applications supported by the database primarily perform small, random
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I/Os. 

Which two statements are true regarding ASM striping in combination with RAID 0? 

A. It allows you to evenly spread data over multiple disks. 

B. It provides higher I/O bandwidth. 

C. It helps in reducing network latency. 

D. It improves availability and reliability of data be ensuring that logical data corruptions are found and repaired. 

E. It improves the performance of only write-intensive workloads. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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